
Python is a dynamically typed language. 

           Python is an object-oriented language and classes are the basis for all data types. There are some 

built-in classes, such as int for integers, the float class for floating point values and str for strings. In 

python assignment operator plays an important role.  The object is assigned to the identifier(variable or 

name) using assignment operator.  

Example: 

    Marks = 78 

Here, 78 is an integer object which is assigned to the identifier marks. So, we can say that identifier 

“marks” reference an instance of an integer object. 

 

 

 Marks  

The semantics of python identifiers are same as a pointer in C++ or reference variable in Java. Identifier 

in python is associated with the memory address of the object to which it refers. But Python is 

dynamically typed. The language is dynamically typed if the data type is checked at run time.  In Python 

we don’t have to specify the data type while declaring the identifier (variable). The assignment operator 

assigns the object to the identifier at run time. The same identifier can hold the other type of data 

during execution of the same program. 

 

Example :-  

Marks = 78 

Marks = 89.5 

The Marks identifier refers to an integer object when first statement is executed. And it refers to the 

floating point value when the second statement is executed. 

Python is strongly typed too. Identifier is bound to the object which is assigned to it. If the type is not 

matched to the specific data type, then it gives an error.  

Example:-  

Marks = 78  

Marks = 78 + “marks”   // will give an error. 
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Figure 1.1 :  figure shows the error message when we are trying to 

concatenate string with the marks. 

 

Establish an Alias: -  

          We can establish an alias by assigning a second identifier to an 

existing object. Continuing with our existing example, we can create an 

alias of existing object. 

Example: -  

 New_marks = marks 

Now new_marks and marks are aliases for the same integer object. 

We can represent it by following diagram. 
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Once an alias has been established, we can use either name to use the object.However, if we 

assign the new value to any of the alias using the assignment , then that will not affect the other name. 
The reassignment breaks the alias. 

 

Example:- 

 
    Marks = 78  

   New_marks = marks    

   Marks = 89 
   Marks = 89 + 10  

 

 
 The last two statements reassign the identifier marks and it breaks the alias with new_marks. Now 

changes made in marks will not affect new_marks. In python assignment operator plays an important role. 
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